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Arlington SD (2005)  Annual Questions 

 

1 There are clear impacts from the reduction in SIA funding and from the direct efforts to respond to COVID-19. While you can’t fully set those 

aside, what is important for your community, including focal student groups, families, and educators, to understand about your SIA implementation 

efforts during the 2020-21 school year and the positive impacts that have occurred? How were you able to make progress towards the goals and 

outcomes you were aiming at with SIA funding and processes? (500 words or less) 

 

Arlington School District set out to accomplish three goals; First, "Work to eliminate opportunity and achievement gaps in focal groups and 

ensure equitable opportunities, resolve problems of practice, especially as they relate to equity, and review systems with an equity lens". 

Second, "Provide health supports from a health care professional for students K-12". Third, "Provide mental health supports from a 

counselor for students K-12". Through the hiring of our fifth grade teacher we were able to reduce class size and work towards eliminating 

achievement gaps. We were also able to employ a health assistant who provided the necessary support for both students and staff. 

 

 2 What barriers, impediments, or challenges to your SIA implementation have you faced or identified that are helpful for your community and/or 

state leaders to be aware of? (500 words or less) 

 

As a district we faced several barriers in obtaining one of our goals, which was to provide mental health support at the highest level. 

Throughout the year the district searched for an individual for fill this role, but we were not able to hire the right candidate for our students. 

However, at the end of the year a counselor was hired and for the 2021-22 school year this support would be given. 

 

 3 SIA implementation includes ongoing engagement with focal students, the families of focal students, and educators. What successes and 

challenges, if any, have you experienced in maintaining engagement? (500 words or less)  

 

Engagement throughout the community has been an ongoing effort. Throughout the year survey's and other forms of input were gathered, 

along with an emphasis from the school board to garner specific information. The community of Arlington has strong ties over generations, 

as well as a great desire to collaborate. However, with Covid restrictions for gatherings and other large forums this was limited and did pose 

a problem. The school district will continue to hold engagement at the highest level and will work to gathering input 

 

4 Please share your professional assessment of what guided your choices and prioritization efforts in the first year of SIA implementation? What 

stands out? Anything important or surprising to report back or reflect on? How were key decisions on scaled down implementation made? What 

impacts, if any, are helpful to name in how you navigated through the last year, specifically as it relates to SIA implementation? (500 words or less)  

 

The prioritization of Arlington School District was to ensure students were receiving the highest level of individual instruction and care. This 

focus was seen through the hiring of an additional elementary teacher and health assistant. Over the year these components led to key 

factors of support as students, parents and staff worked through extremely difficult conditions. However, what was surprising was the 

resiliency of our students, staff and community. Although we were asked to meet stringent requirements our community responded and 

made the necessary adjustments, which I believe resulted in higher academic and social achievement than was projected. As a result, the 

overall impact of our 2020-21 school had a graduation rate of 100%, high school overall attendance of 91% and over 200 college credits 

earned. 

 

5 URL of webpage where your annual report is posted:  

 

https://www.honkernet.net/page/school-documents 

 

   


